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Reviews 

 

Dr. Stoll was solicited to do an article review for the International Journal of Sport Science.  The International Journal of 

Sports Science & Coaching is a peer-reviewed, international, academic/professional journal, which aims to bridge the gap 

between coaching and sports science. The journal will integrate theory and practice in sports science, promote critical 

reflection of coaching practice, and evaluate commonly accepted beliefs about coaching effectiveness and performance 

enhancement. Open learning systems will be promoted in which: (a) sports science is made accessible to coaches, 

translating knowledge into working practice; and (b) the challenges faced by coaches are communicated to sports 

scientists. 

Dr. Stoll, as a member of the review board for Quest, was asked to perform a review. Quest is the leading scholarly journal 

for professionals in kinesiology & physical education in higher education today. Noted scholars in our field write about 

challenging issues and concerns facing professionals in higher education crossing disciplinary boundaries. 

Interdisciplinary perspectives are encouraged.  Quest's primary purpose is to publish manuscripts that address issues and 

concerns relevant and meaningful to kinesiology & physical education in higher education. The journal does not publish 

original research reports but welcomes manuscripts that are based on, complement, or review empirical research related 

to our profession. Both theoretical and practice-based articles are considered. 

Advancement to Candidacy 

 

Andrea Lyons, Dr. Stoll’s 26th doctoral student, has passed her candidacy project this week. She is now moving into 

Dissertation proposal status.  

 
 

 

 

.RIGHT. WRONG 

The Center for ETHICS* at the University of Idaho 

offers study, intervention, outreach, consultation, 

and leadership in developing and advancing the 

theory, knowledge and understanding of character 

education including moral and ethical reasoning, 

moral development, ethical leadership, and ethical 

application. The Director of the Center for ETHICS* 

is Dr. Sharon Kay Stoll. 
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